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Achievement
Demonstrate understanding of macroeconomic influences on the New
Zealand economy.

Achievement with Merit
Demonstrate in-depth understanding of
macro-economic influences on the New
Zealand economy.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of macro-economic
influences on the New Zealand
economy.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the
top of this page.
You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.
If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.
Check that this booklet has pages 2–8 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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Annotation

This candidate has received E7 for this question because they:

1

E?

a) Shifted and labelled the S$NZ and D$NZ curves correctly on Graph
One. (1)
b) Shifted and labelled the AS and AD curves correctly on Graph Two.
(2)
c) Provided detailed explanations for the impact of a reduction in the
OCR on the value of the NZ dollar (3), the Aggregate Demand curve
(4) and the Aggregate Supply Curve (5).
Provided a detailed explanation of the effectiveness of the reduction
in the OCR in achieving the goal of economic growth (6). A more
comprehensive answer would have explained the combined impact
of the AD and AS shifts on the Price Level and linked this to inflation
and the price stability goal more c learly. (7)
This candidate has rec eived E7 for this question because they:

2

E?

a) Explained in detail how an increase in the Terms of Trade due to
export prices rising faster than import prices will improve NZ's
Current Account. (1)
b) Explained in detail how a depreciation of the NZ dollar will make
NZ's exports more competitive and lead to an increase in Export
Receipts and improve NZ's Current Account. (2)
Explained in detail how a depreciation of the NZ dollar will make
imports into NZ more expensive and lead to a decrease in Import
Payments and improve NZ's Current Account. (3)
c) Explained why a depreciation of the NZ dollar will have a bigger
impact on NZ's Current Account Balance than an increase in the
Terms of Trade (4). Further explanation contrasting the differing
impact of improving Terms of Trade, which relates to the relative
prices of exports and imports and may not change export receipts
and import payments as significantly, compared to a depreciation of
the NZ dollar where increasing export payments and decreasing
import payments are likely to have a bigger impact on NZ's Current
Account, would lead to a more comprehensive answer.
This candidate has received E7 for this question because they:

3

E?

a) Used the multiplier to correctly calculate the increase in real GDP.
(1)
Used the multiplier and the idea of re-spending to explain in detail
how the initial $40 billion of spending would increase real GDP. (2)
b) Shifted and labelled the AD curve correctly on Graph Three. (3)

I

c) Explained that employment would increase as more workers are
required due to the increased demand for goods and services (4).
Explained the impact of government spending on the Christchurch
earthquake recovery on the goal of economic growth using the AD
increase and its components of government spending, consumer
spending and investment (5).
Explained the impact of government spending on the Christchurch
earthquake recovery on the goal of full employment by referring to
the decreasing recessionary gap and explaining that full employment
would still not be reached due to most jobs created being in specific
rebuild-related industries. (6)
A more comprehensive explanation would have used the multiplier to
explain in detail how the government spending would lead to
increased incomes and then the re-spending of a proportion of this
would lead to the large increase in real GDP, and thus economic
growth.

